Aloha LoveTribe,
Thank-You!! So many of you reached out to lend
your support and let us know you want us to stick
around. From coming in to ordering online, to
sending encouraging love letters. We will continue
liquidating through the summer with prices going
down as we go along. If we can get the inventory
down enough and negotiate the rent enough, we can
ride this out.
We also do have new things in all the time from
small vendors, orders that we placed in the Feb show for summer, we are
honoring and taking these in and selling at 25% off.

So

this weeks offering is:

Citron 30% off
INIZIO Clothing 50% off
All shoes, sandals and boots 50% off
We've created new 50% and 70% off racks (Deca & more)
(this is off our mostly discounted prices)

plus new $10, $24 & $38 racks
and 25% off everything else
Password: LoveTribe (The public is still getting 20% off)

Berkeley Hours: 11-4ish every day but Tuesday
Pt Richmond Hours: Wed-Sat 12-4ish
New Hours Ashland Hours: Everyday but Tuesday 11-6
Our online shop is still open
OutbackInTheTempleOfVenus.com

OnLine Discount Codes:
INIZIO50 FOR 50 (for 50% off Inizio)
CITRON30 for 30%off Citron
LoveTribe25 (for 25% off everything)
Remember to enter the code when checking out (and if you forget email us)
We will correct with refunding the difference

All orders are returnable and/or exchangeable.
They are packed using sanitation procedures.

Citron

Inizio Linen

A soft opening ...

So we heard from some of you, probably a popular sentiment ... you
wouldn't do a membership into this private library right now because you
aren't "dressing up". But you would buy a special piece to add to your
wardrobe for later. Shaye's been selling the younger crowd on Instagram
... bye bye to 4 of our originals from the 70's, Jessica McClintock "prairie"
dresses, one left. These were samples from her private collection I

bought 20 years ago when she closed.
Each pice has a story. The middle photo is an Outback original and the
one on the far right, a high end designer from the 80's, borrowed from
Jan Micheals. Jan, was that Roberto Robledo's design? On the left
Vintage from Shaye's Library.
There are also recycled pieces from our Outback Stores of Johnny Was,
Citron and more.
For buying one of a kind pieces go to Instagram OutbackxLibrary
And we will be opened 1 day a week for now, on Saturday 12-4. And
liquidating much of the Library. This shop is right next door to our Pt
Richmond Outback Shop.

In our continuing focus for reparations for our black community, we offer
an additional 10% off for our black and brown community. We would
also like to hire from this community and to find models near our stores
(we lazily have been using our photographer/model). So, we're reaching
out to you, our LoveTribe, to help make this happen.
Although we are living in fear infested times a new awareness of our
oneness, a new love, enhanced compassion is also blossoming. Focus
on the fragrance of this beautiful flowering.

Be Fearless - Choose Love
xoxo Devi
Devi
Outback ... In the Temple of Venus

50% off INIZIO Linen
30% off Citron
25% off everything else except the
$10, 20, 24, 38 and 1/2 off racks
Offer Expires:July 29

CODE: LOVETRIBE25
CITRON30
INIZIO50
Password: LoveTribe

